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ABSTRACT
Computing at the extreme edge allows systemswith high-resolution

sensors to be pushed well outside the reach of traditional commu-

nication and power delivery, requiring high-performance, high-

energy-efficiency architectures to run complex ML, DSP, image

processing, etc. Recent work has demonstrated the suitability of

CGRAs for energy-minimal computation, but has focused strictly

on energy optimization, neglecting performance. Pipestitch is an

energy-minimal CGRA architecture that adds lightweight hardware
threads to ordered dataflow, exploiting abundant, untapped paral-

lelism in the complex workloads needed to meet the demands of

emerging sensing applications. Pipestitch introduces a program-

ming model, control-flow operator, and synchronization network

to allow lightweight hardware threads to pipeline on the CGRA

fabric. Across 5 important sparse workloads, Pipestitch achieves a

3.49× increase in performance over RipTide, the state-of-the-art, at

a cost of a 1.10× increase in area and a 1.05× increase in energy.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Computer systems organization → Data flow architectures.
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1 INTRODUCTION

A
dvances in sensors, batteries, and energy harvesting have

made it possible to deploy sophisticated sensing capability at

the “extreme edge,” i.e., beyond the reach of traditional communica-

tion and power infrastructure [15]. The potential for extreme-edge

sensing is enormous, enabling applications like infrastructure mon-

itoring, wearable health sensing, and chip-scale satellites [9, 54].

Today, most sensors offload processing to the cloud. However,

communicating data off-device consumes orders-of-magnitude

more energy than sensing itself: communication is the limiting
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Figure 1: End-to-end rate (e.g., frames per second) for DNN inference
vs. input power in a modeled energy-harvesting system. Inference
runs on a Cortex-M33, RipTide, or Pipestitch. Rate depends on both
compute time and energy-collection time. Pipestitch provides the
best end-to-end rate with larger harvested power, since total time
becomes dominated by compute time.

factor on lifetime and duty cycle. Prior work has shown that

on-device processing of sensed data is achievable and provides

large benefits [15], e.g., extending battery lifetime from weeks to

years. However, extensive on-device compute means extreme-edge
devices are highly sensitive to the efficiency of computation.

In particular, sparse computations are important at the extreme

edge. Prior work has shown that many applications (e.g., ML [22]

and DSP [23]) can be made sparse at little loss in accuracy. While

sparsity is generally beneficial to reduce unnecessary work [19, 20,

41], it is absolutely essential with the tight constraints on memory

and energy at the extreme edge [29].

The problem: Prior energy-minimal architectures run
sparse applications too slowly. CPUs waste most of their

energy on instruction fetch, pipeline control, and register-file

access [25]. Recent work has developed energy-minimal dataflow
architectures [13, 14, 16] that target the ultra-low-power regime.

These architectures are coarse-grained reconfigurable arrays

(CGRAs): a grid of processing elements (PEs) connected by an

on-chip network. A program’s instructions are mapped onto

PEs, and values are routed directly from producers to consumers,

eliminating most of the energy wasted in CPUs.

Energy-minimal architectures have thus far focused exclusively

on improving energy efficiency, ignoring performance. Unfortu-

nately, current energy-minimal designs are too slow on sparse

computations to put all available energy to good use. Fig. 1 shows

an example, modeling end-to-end rate of an energy-harvesting sys-

tem running a sparse DNN [10]. It compares a Cortex-M33; RipTide,

the state-of-the-art energy-minimal design; and Pipestitch, our pro-

posed design. When input power is extremely low (a few µW),
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end-to-end rate is determined only by energy efficiency (pJ/op).

As input power increases to a few mW (reasonable for existing

energy-harvesting systems [11]), end-to-end rate plateaus as sys-

tems reach their peak performance. Fig. 1 shows that RipTide cannot

achieve 30Hz (a standard rate for video processing) on this work-

load, regardless of input power — it is just too slow. All of the energy
harvested above its peak (a few hundred µW) is wasted. Furthermore,

the Cortex-M33 CPU is so inefficient that it achieves no appreciable

performance, even at 10mW input power.

Hence, the motivating question for this work is: How can we
improve performance without losing efficiency? Performance

and efficiency are both key for sparse computations on extremely

small power budgets. While blunt hammers like dynamic voltage

and frequency scaling (DVFS) can improve performance, they pay

a steep energy price. Can we improve performance without sacri-

ficing so much efficiency?

Why do prior energy-minimal architectures perform poorly
on sparse applications? Prior energy-minimal architectures are

unable to exploit loop-level parallelism in sparse applications.

Sparse applications often have long carried-dependence chains

that limit parallelism within inner loops, leading to poor utiliza-

tion. Extracting parallelism within these inner loops requires

microarchitectural techniques like reordering and speculation

that are too expensive for energy-minimal systems. Moreover,

it is difficult for a compiler to recognize potential parallelism

across inner-loop nests (i.e., between outer-loop iterations) in the

presence of potentially-aliasing memory references.

Opportunity: Parallelism is abundant in sparse applica-
tions, but it is not exploited in energy-minimal architectures.
Parallelism is abundant in most DSP and ML workloads, even those

that are sparse. The programmer can easily annotate independent

work, allowing parallelism to be exploited to achieve significant

performance gains. However, current energy-minimal designs lack

architectural support to exploit this coarse-grained parallelism in

the face of long carried-dependence chains. Loop unrolling (e.g.,

executing multiple inner-loop nests in parallel) simply throws area

at the problem, increasing device cost and leakage power, without

solving the underlying issue. Energy-minimal designs require new,
efficient architectural and microarchitectural mechanisms to exploit
parallelism in sparse workloads.

Pipestitch: An energy-minimal dataflow architecture
with lightweight threads. Our solution to the above challenges

is Pipestitch, a new energy-minimal architecture that improves

performance by adding lightweight dataflow threads [56] to an

energy-minimal CGRA (Fig. 2). Users write Pipestitch programs in

C using the well-known foreach construct to express unordered

parallelism within loop nests [27]. Pipestitch executes threads in

parallel by pipelining loop iterations across a single, shared set of

instructions mapped to its CGRA fabric. Pipestitch fully pipelines

inner loops even in the presence of loop-carried dependences.

Pipestitch exploits thread parallelism while keeping its hard-

ware simple. In particular, Pipestitch maintains ordered-dataflow
execution [18, 43, 61, 65], where tokens are kept in-order, elimi-

nating tags. Pipestitch maintains an order across running threads;

but to achieve high throughput on imbalanced sparse workloads,
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Figure 2: Pipestitch adds architectural and microarchitectural sup-
port for pipelining lightweight threads on energy-minimal CGRAs.
Prior state-of-the-art energy-minimal dataflow architectures con-
servatively sequentialize threads. Pipestitch aggressively pipelines
them via a new dispatch instruction and SyncPlane control network.

Pipestitch allows threads to complete out-of-order so that stragglers

do not harm utilization.

Supporting threads on ordered dataflow requires new archi-

tectural and microarchitectural support. Pipestitch introduces the

dispatch gate to launch and synchronize threads. Threads launch

whenever inputs are ready; a new thread can launch every cycle.

To maintain ordering, synchronization between dispatch gates

is required. Pipestitch introduces the SyncPlane, a new, lightweight
control plane connecting relevant PEs to coordinate control signals.

Summary of results: Pipestitch significantly improves per-
formance and utilization while adding minimal hardware,
energy, and programmer overhead. We implement a complete

Pipestitch hardware system, including scalar core and main mem-

ory, in RTL and Pipestitch’s compiler in LLVM. We synthesize

Pipestitch in a commercial, sub-28nm process with compiled mem-

ories and evaluate it on seven applications representing both dense

and sparse computations. Compared to RipTide, the prior state-of-

the-art energy-minimal architecture, Pipestitch improves perfor-

mance by 3.49× on average for threaded apps, by 2.55× on average

for all apps, and by up to 3.86× (on sparse matrix slicing), while in-

creasing area by just 1.10× and energy/op by just 1.05× on threaded

apps and 1.11× for all apps.

Leveraging these results, Fig. 1 shows that Pipestitch enables

extreme-edge systems to increase performance and avoid stranded

energy. Pipestitch achieves up to 3× better end-to-end inference

rate, fully utilizing energy up to an input power of 2mW. Moreover,

at low input power, Pipestitch nearly matches the state-of-the-art’s

energy efficiency, showing that its peak performance comes with a

small tax on efficiency.

Contributions. This paper...
• ...motivates and quantifies the need for improved perfor-

mance on sparse workloads at the extreme edge.
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• ...identifies the key sources of poor performance in state-of-

the-art energy-minimal architectures.

• ...presents Pipestitch, a spatial-dataflow architecture that

adds efficient support for lightweight threads.

• ...introduces the dispatch control-flow operator to the ISA

to launch and manage threads.

• ...adds the SyncPlane, a lightweight control plane for thread

synchronization.

• ...provides a programming model, compiler, and microar-

chitecture that supports lightweight dataflow threads while

keeping hardware simple and energy-efficient.

• ...evaluates a complete RTL implementation of Pipestitch,

showing that it significantly improves performance while

adding small efficiency and programmability overheads.

Road map. Sec. 2 gives background and motivates the need for

more performance. Sec. 3 describes Pipestitch, and Sec. 4 presents its

implementation. Sec. 5 evaluates Pipestitch, and Sec. 6 concludes.

2 BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION
Multi-year device deployments at the extreme edge perform a vari-

ety of increasingly complex sensing applications (e.g., wildlife mon-

itoring, chip-scale satellites, etc.) under a very constrained energy

budget [8, 30, 54] . They must harvest energy from their environ-

ment or maximize their lifetime on a battery; energy consumption,

not power consumption, is the key metric [5]. The challenge is to

maximize useful computation within stringent energy constraints.

Compute at the extreme edge must be efficient and flexi-
ble. Performing data analysis on-device is key to intelligent and
highly energy-efficient sensor systems. The alternative of communi-

cating and offloading work off-device has a high energy cost [15].

Flexibility and programmability are critical to adapt to changing

application requirements [14].

Extreme-edge systems must exploit sparsity. Complex DSP

and ML requires sparse formats (e.g., CSR) to fit in small onboard

memories, reduce per-access energy, and eliminate unnecessary

computations [3, 19, 21, 29]. Efficient support for sparse computa-
tion is essential for applications at the extreme edge.

Existing architectures are too inefficient, too inflexible, or
too slow. Von Neumann architectures lack the energy efficiency

required for on-device processing at the extreme edge, wasting up

to 90% of their energy on data movement, instruction fetch, and

pipeline control [13, 16, 25]. Alternatively, application-specific in-

tegrated circuits (ASICs) sacrifice programmability for high energy

efficiency and performance. However, specialization risks obso-

lescence as sensing applications evolve over a years-long sensor

deployment [49]. Accelerators for sparse tensor algebra [24, 38, 39,

41, 46, 51, 66] achieve high performance, but at a cost in flexibil-

ity, and the microarchitectural techniques (such as large CAMs,

memory reordering, and frequent reconfiguration) are too energy-

intensive for the extreme edge. Energy-minimal architectures like

RipTide [14] provide efficiency and flexibility, but are slow on sparse

workloads. To enable sparse workloads at the extreme edge, a bal-

ance of flexibility, energy efficiency, and performance is required.

2.1 Architecture for the extreme edge
CGRAs balance energy efficiency and programmability. A

considerable body of work has shown coarse-grained reconfigurable
array (CGRA) architectures [2, 4, 6, 7, 12, 17, 18, 26, 31–37, 40,

42, 43, 45, 47, 48, 50, 52, 53, 55, 57, 58, 60, 62] to be an excellent

choice for fast, efficient, and programmable computing. CGRAs

spatially distribute compute across a grid of processing elements

(PEs) that execute operations and communicate intermediate values

via a network on-chip (NoC) between PEs. This spatial distribution

allows CGRAs to exploit instruction and data locality far more

efficiently than von Neumann architectures, effectively eliminating

overheads such as instruction fetch/decode, register-file access, and

switching activity from a shared pipeline [13]. Unlike ASICs, CGRAs

also retain flexibility, and can execute a wide range of code written

in high-level languages. To run code on the CGRA, a compiler

extracts a dataflow graph (DFG), maps operations onto PEs, and

configures the NoC to connect PEs.

No CGRA currently provides the right blend of speed, effi-
ciency, and programmability for sparse computation at the
extreme edge. High-performance CGRAs like SPU [7] and Fifer [35]

do not focus on the energy efficiency required at the extreme edge.

Revel [62] seeks a more balanced blend of performance and effi-

ciency; however, its hybrid design requires tagged-token match-

ing and reordering, which is too costly for the extreme edge. Hy-

CUBE [26, 59] and Ultra-elastic CGRAs [55] achieve a mix of per-

formance and energy efficiency closer to what is required at the

extreme-edge, but they still consume too much energy, and are

restricted in the applications they can support. HyCUBE only sup-

ports affine loops, while UE-CGRA only supports cross-iteration

dependences in singly-nested irregular loops.

Energy-minimal dataflow architectures enable extreme-
edge computing. Prior work on energy-minimal dataflow architec-
tures [13, 14, 16] demonstrated that energy-focused CGRA designs

and compilation techniques achieve near-ASIC energy efficiency

on programs written in C. The state-of-the-art, RipTide, achieves

high efficiency by offloading entire kernels onto the CGRA fabric,

which eliminates an Amdahl bottleneck in prior CGRA designs that

only target inner loops. RipTide minimizes energy via four key tech-

niques: (i)mapping one operation to each PE to minimize switching,

(ii) disallowing re-ordering to avoid tagging values, (iii) eliminat-

ing buffers in the NoC, and (iv) reusing NoC routers to implement

control flow. RipTide’s compiler supports arbitrary control flow

and memory access, including nested and irregular loops. It maps

high-level C to RipTide’s CGRA fabric, inserting operators to imple-

ment arbitrary control flow while keeping tokens in order through

diverging paths, loops, and memory accesses. However, RipTide is

unable to execute sparse applications quickly.

2.2 Drawbacks of energy-minimal dataflow
While prior energy-minimal dataflow architectures demonstrate

that sophisticated computing at the extreme edge is feasible, they

neglect performance, which is a limiting factor for large, sparse
applications. There is an opportunity to significantly increase appli-

cation value by increasing performance on sparse computations.
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Figure 3: Device lifetime on a D-cell battery vs. DNN inference rate
for a Cortex-M33, RipTide, and Pipestitch. Pipestitch can achieve
much higher inference rates than RipTide, while maintaining useful
lifetimes at performance targets that both can reach.

The need for speed. We saw in Sec. 1 that poor performance on

sparse computation leaves energy stranded in an energy-harvesting

deployment. Similar issues affect lifetime on battery-powered de-

ployments. Fig. 3 shows device lifetime while powered by a D-cell

battery for the same workload and systems as Fig. 1. To meet the

most stringent lifetime requirements, a singular focus on energy-

efficiency is required. RipTide lasts nearly 5 years at 10 fps because

of its energy-minimal design (see left side of Fig. 1). However, this

comes at the expense of performance: RipTide is unable to achieve

high framerate. In contrast, Pipestitch achieves much higher fram-

erates and still supports multi-year deployments.

Performance bottlenecks in sparse computations. Sparse
computation kernels frequently require irregular loops to traverse

compressed representations. Fig. 5 (a) shows the loop nest for count-

ing non-zeros in a map, a representative sparse computation. While

the outer loop is regular (i.e., each iteration is independent from

all others), the inner loop has data-dependent control, as it must

wait for the next value of p. RipTide supports this loop nest, but

will conservatively sequentialize iterations of the outer loop, leading
to poor utilization of the inner-loop PEs and poor performance. By

contrast, Pipestitch will execute independent outer-loop iterations

as threads and aggressively pipeline them through inner-loop PEs,

improving performance and utilization (Fig. 2 and Fig. 5 (b,c)).

What about DVFS? DVFS is a well established technique for

trading performance and energy, but using it to improve perfor-

mance comes at a great cost in energy. To a first order, energy de-

grades quadratically with performance, as 𝑃 ∝ 𝑉 2 𝑓 and𝑉 ∝ 𝑓 [63].

Any major scaling in performance incurs a prohibitive energy cost.

Pipestitch improves performance by reducing the number of

cycles required to do the same work, independent of voltage and

frequency. DVFS is a complementary technique to Pipestitch. Fig. 4

shows a cartoon of DVFS applied to Pipestitch and RipTide. If per-

formance is not a primary concern, Pipestitch can reduce its clock

frequency while continuing to match RipTide’s performance. De-

pending on the application and VLSI technology, DVFS could allow

Pipestitch to run at lower energy than RipTide while maintaining

the same performance. (In practice, technology limits how far DVFS

can be pushed [55].) Conversely, increasing RipTide’s frequency

Rate
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Energy
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Figure 4: ApplyingDVFS to Pipestitch could save energywhen perfor-
mance is not critical. Because Pipestitch does the samework in fewer
cycles, it is able to run at a lower clock frequency at iso-performance.
This allows voltage to be scaled down, which, as this cartoon shows,
could result in significant energy savings.

and voltage to match Pipestitch’s performance severely degrades

energy efficiency.

Pipestitch provides the right balance between generality, per-
formance, and energy efficiency. Flexibility, performance, and

energy efficiency are at odds; no prior system achieves the right

balance for the extreme edge. Pipestitch is the only architecture that

is flexible, performant, and energy-efficient on all the workloads im-

portant at the extreme edge. Pipestitch is a new point on the Pareto

frontier that achieves (i) far higher performance than prior energy-

minimal architectures and (ii) far higher energy efficiency than

prior high-performance architectures. Pipestitch thus sheds light

on the fundamental tradeoffs between energy and performance.

3 PIPESTITCH OVERVIEW
Pipestitch is an energy-minimal, ordered-dataflow architecture that

achieves high performance in sparse applications by adding light-

weight dataflow threads to aggressively pipeline independent op-

erations. Pipestitch exposes threads to the programmer through

the foreach construct, asking the programmer to specify which

loops are parallelizable (Fig. 5 (a)). Each iteration of a foreach loop
becomes a thread, with the loop body being pipelined (Fig. 5 (b)).

Pipestitch exposes threads to the hardware with a new dataflow

synchronization primitive, called the dispatch operator, which en-

sures correct threaded ordered-dataflow execution (Fig. 5 (b)). To

preserve token ordering, dispatch operators synchronize over

the SyncPlane, a lightweight control plane. Threads are pipelined
through the dataflow graph mapped onto a single collection of

PEs, with operations from different threads executing in parallel on

different PEs, improving throughput and utilization (Fig. 5 (b,c)).

The dispatch operator. Pipestitch’s dispatch operator (Fig. 6)
spawns and continues threads while maintaining ordering. It selects

between thread-spawn tokens (from the outer loop) and thread-

continuation tokens (from the backedge in the inner loop). A col-

lection of dispatch operators sits at the top of the inner loop, with

one dispatch for each input into the loop body (p and c in Fig. 5

(b)). The dispatches coordinate to either (i) inject a complete set
of input tokens from the outer loop to spawn a new thread (i.e.,
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Figure 5: Pipestitch overview. (a) Pipestitch compiles loop-nests
with independent outer-loop iterations, (b) pipelining independent
foreach iterations as threads on the DFG. (c) Pipestitch maps and
executes these DFGs on a CGRA fabric, with threads synchronizing
over the SyncPlane, a lightweight control plane.
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Figure 6: Pipestitch ISA. Pipestitch adds the dispatch operator while
continuing to support all RipTide operators. dispatch and carry
operators both sit at the top of a loop body handling loop-carried de-
pendencies, but dispatch operators are able tomanagemany threads
in the loop body, while carry operators block all but one. steer oper-
ators forward or drop a token based on a decider. All other operators
(e.g., add) are represented by a bubble labelled with the op.

in Fig. 5 (a), map[i] and 0 are inputs for p and c, respectively); or
(ii) inject a complete set of tokens from the inner loop, carrying an

existing thread’s dependences around another iteration of the loop

(the backedges to p and c in Fig. 5 (b)).

Ordering threads’ tokens through dispatch operators requires

synchronization. Ordering is challenging because different threads’

executions of a loop body may follow control-flow paths of different

lengths. For correct execution, tokens from different threads must

propagate around the loop in the same order that threads were

spawned: while running, threads always stay in order. To eliminate

stragglers, threads can terminate out-of-order.

The SyncPlane. dispatch operators maintain thread ordering

by communicating over the SyncPlane, a lightweight synchroniza-

tion network (Fig. 5 (b,c)). The SyncPlane allows all dispatch oper-
ators to accept either a complete set of thread-continuation tokens

from the inner loop or a complete set of thread-spawn tokens from

the outer loop, even though a set of tokens may not all arrive on the

same cycle. The SyncPlane conveys a small set of single-bit control

signals between all dispatch operators, and contains reduction

trees to give each dispatch a global view of the thread inputs.

foreach i = 0..N: 
  p = map[i], c = 0
 

  while p != NULL: 
    if p.val: c++ 
    p = p->next
 

  Z[i] = c 

dp dc

LD
!=0

LD +1

Tc

Tp

di

Ti

Inputs

Con Con Con

map [ i ] i 0
Spawn

STZ

……

Figure 7: The Pipestitch software stack. The programmer uses
foreach to mark independent work. The compiler generates a
threaded DFG for the foreach loop, inserting dispatches to man-
age and pipeline threads. (This DFG is partially simplified to high-
light the inner loop; e.g., F steers, abbreviated by “...”, would route
live-out values to the store.) dispatches are inserted for all carried
dependences and invariants of the inner loop: e.g., p and c, and for
the invariant i. Each dispatch receives a token from the outer loop,
representing the thread Spawn point, and a backedge from the inner
loop, representing thread continuation (Con).

Pipestitch’s compiler. Finally, Pipestitch provides a compiler

that, given a programwith independentworkmarkedwith foreach,
produces a DFG containing appropriately-placed dispatch opera-

tors to allow safe pipelining (see Fig. 7). The input set of a thread
is the set of all values unique to the thread. A dispatch gate is

inserted for each value in the input set, and those values are car-

ried through the loop until thread termination. The spawn point
of a thread is the interface between the outer and inner loops, and

is a cut through the edges connected to the spawn inputs of the

dispatch operators making up the input set.

4 PIPESTITCH IMPLEMENTATION
Pipestitch supports lightweight threads by bringing together a

new ISA for thread control, microarchitecture implementing effi-

cient thread pipelining, and a simple, intuitive programming model

for parallelizing code. The programmer writes foreach loops and
Pipestitch compiles them to lightweight threads that run using the

same mapping of a loop-body onto a single collection of PEs. The

dispatch operator handles thread spawn and ordering. The Sync-

Plane enables lightweight synchronization between all dispatch
gates to ensure that tokens remain in order even as threads launch,

continue, and terminate. This provides correct threaded execution

without the need for tags.
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4.1 The Pipestitch Programming Model
Pipestitch asks the programmer to explicitly mark independent

parallel work. In the vein of other parallel programming models

(e.g., OpenMP [1]), the programmer marks outer loops containing

independent loop nests with a foreach keyword. Pipestitch com-

piles and executes the program with each iteration of the foreach
loop executing with sequential semantics as an independent thread.

A loop with dependencies that is incorrectly marked foreach will

execute with undefined semantics.

4.2 The Pipestitch Threading Model
Each independent iteration of a marked foreach loop in Pipestitch

will be executed as a thread. A thread’s live variables are implicitly

defined as the set of values used during the execution of the thread’s

loop body. The initial values of a thread’s live variables flow into

the thread when the thread spawns at the spawn point in the DFG.

Updated values of a thread’s live variables may also flow back to

the thread’s spawn point via loop-carried dependences (i.e., control

backedges), allowing inner loops to be irregular (Fig. 7). Each thread

receives its own live variables. A thread may update any of its live

variables in each iteration, and the live variables are a thread’s only
state. They are maintained as the flow of values between operations

that manipulate these variables, living only in PE buffers.

Pipestitch can spawn a new thread when the initial value of each

of the thread’s live variables is available at the spawn point. If a

new thread’s initial values are available every cycle, Pipestitch can

spawn a new thread on every cycle. A thread terminates when no

more values flow through the DFG representing its computation.

4.3 Executing Lightweight Dataflow Threads
Pipestitch pipelines a thread’s work through the single set of PEs

onto which the compiler mapped the thread’s loop body (Fig. 8

(b)), eliminating pipeline bubbles that would otherwise be present

(Fig. 8 (a)). During execution, each thread’s tokens flow from the

top of the thread body (from the spawn point for a new thread,

or via a backedge for an existing thread) and traverse through the

mapped PEs. After filling the pipeline of PEs with different threads’

operations, the system runs fully pipelined, with operations from

different threads firing on consecutive cycles in each PE.

4.4 Synchronized Threads and Ordering
Pipestitch adds the dispatch operator, a new ISA operator that

spawns and continues threads while maintaining inter-thread or-

dering (Fig. 6). Each live variable (initially the input set) in a thread

corresponds to a single dispatch operator (Fig. 7). Throughout exe-
cution, dispatch operators select between spawn and continuation
tokens to keep the pipeline full while maintaining ordered dataflow.

Single-input threads. A single-input thread will have a single

dispatch operator for that input. Without multiple live variables

to synchronize, the dispatch can always select either a spawn

token or a continuation token without breaking ordering. Since

each thread is independent and each thread’s only state is that

single live variable, any interleaving of spawn and continuation
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Figure 8: Execution of threads on a DFG with and without Pipestitch.
(a) Without Pipestitch, threads (represented by circles) are conserva-
tively blocked at the head of the inner loop. Only one thread executes
in the inner loop at any time, leading other threads to wait at the
top, causing poor utilization and performance. (b) With Pipestitch,
independent threads are unblocked and pipelined through the inner
loop, leading to high utilization and performance.

tokens at the dispatch will provide correct execution. In this case,

the continuation token is arbitrarily preferred.

Multi-input threads. A thread with 𝑛 inputs will have 𝑛

dispatch operators, one for each input. With multiple live

variables involved, synchronization is required. Spawn and

continuation tokens are each ordered: all of thread 1’s spawn

tokens will arrive before any of thread 2’s spawn tokens, and vice

versa. However, spawn and continuation tokens are not synchronized:
nothing can be said about when thread 1’s continuation tokens

will arrive in relation to when thread 2’s spawn tokens arrive.

Furthermore, with carried-dependence chains in the DFG having

different lengths, it is possible that continuation tokens arrive

on different cycles. Fig. 9 shows this, and (a) shows an ordering

violation (and incorrect execution) that can occur if dispatch
greedily accepts any available tokens. Thread 2’s p continuation

token arrives at the corresponding dispatch on cycle 2, but its c
continuation token does not arrive until cycle 4. Meanwhile, thread

3’s spawn tokens for both p and c arrive at the corresponding

dispatches on cycle 3. The greedy dispatches will accept thread
2’s p continuation token on cycle 2, both of thread 3’s spawn

tokens on cycle 3, and thread 2’s c continuation token on cycle 4.

The dispatch operators have different output orderings, leading
to incorrect execution.
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Figure 9: Pipestitch’s dispatch operator controls thread launch
and execution by selecting between thread-spawn and thread-
continuation tokens, and provides synchronization to ensure or-
dering is preserved. If carried-dependence chains in the thread body
have different lengths, spawn and continuation tokens can arrive
at different times (yellow tokens on cycles 2 and 4). (a) If dispatch
operators greedily accept tokens as they arrive, ordering violations
can occur. (b) Pipestitch ensures correct execution by synchronizing
among dispatch operators over the SyncPlane, allowing tokens to
be held until they can be safely accepted.

To overcome this, dispatch operatorsmust synchronize, making

sure that a complete set of thread inputs are accepted at the same

time. Fig. 9 (b) shows this. On cycle 2, thread 2’s p continuation

token will be held, because the dispatch gate is aware that the

corresponding continuation token for c is not available. The token

will continue to be held through cycle 3 as the corresponding c
token is still not available. Since both of thread 3’s spawn tokens

are available, those tokens will be accepted. On cycle 4, thread

2’s c continuation token becomes available, so both of thread 2’s

tokens are accepted. This leaves the dispatch operators agreeing

on the ordering of threads, allowing correct execution. If both a

complete set of spawn tokens and a complete set of continuation

tokens is available, it is inconsequential which is accepted, and the

continuation set is arbitrarily preferred.

Avoiding deadlock. The number of threads that run in paral-

lel is limited by the total number of buffers in the PEs executing

the threads. If accepting a set of spawn tokens would fill the last

buffers in the thread body, deadlock would occur because the con-

tinuation tokens cannot be accepted by the dispatch gates. To

avoid this, we draw from bubble flow control [44], and ensure

that dispatch operators all have two available buffer slots before

accepting a new spawn token.

Token-selection logic. Putting together the conditions for en-
suring ordering and avoiding deadlock, Fig. 10 shows the logic for

dispatch token selection.

4.5 Pipestitch Microarchitecture
Fig. 11 shows the microarchitecture of Pipestitch. It leverages the

existing RipTide microarchitecture to allow fair comparison, but is

not specifically tied to it. The fabric is an array of heterogeneous

PEs, a statically-routed, circuit-switched, combinational data NoC,

and a combinational SyncPlane for synchronization between dis-

patch gates. PEs buffer tokens at their inputs, with a buffer for each

input. As will be discussed, control-flow (CF) and memory PEs also

have an output buffer. The PE is divided into a common µCore for

1 if AND(valid(cont)) and not OR(full(out))
2 push(cont)
3 else if AND(valid(spawn)) and AND(twoSlots(out))
4 push(spawn)

Figure 10: dispatch token-selection logic. The cont token is selected
if all dispatch operators have that token available and at least
one free slot in their output buffers. The spawn token is selected
if all dispatch operators have that token available and at least two
free slots in their output buffers. If both tokens could be selected,
Pipestitch prefers the cont token.
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Figure 11: Pipestitch microarchitecture. Pipestitch is a fabric of het-
erogeneous PEs connected by a combinational, circuit-switched NoC
for communicating data, and a combinational SyncPlane for com-
municating control signals between dispatch operators. PEs buffer
tokens at their inputs, and some PE types additionally buffer their
outputs. The SyncPlane is a reduction tree that connects all control-
flow PEs. For simplicity, heterogeneity of PEs is not shown.

control and interfacing with the NoC, and a PE-specific functional

unit (FU). Routers are combinational switches with additional logic

to manipulate the routing table for control-flow-in-NoC. The Sync-

Plane carries and reduces control signals between all CF PEs (to

which dispatch operators are mapped).

4.6 Synchronization with the SyncPlane
To communicate control signals between dispatch operators,

Pipestitch uses a secondary control plane, the SyncPlane. It

carries each of the one-bit control signals used in thread syn-

chronization (Fig. 10) from the dispatch gates to a reduction

tree, returning the reductions to each dispatch. Implementing

this as a secondary plane with built-in reductions allows inter-

dispatch synchronization to conserve resources. The alternatives

of using wide data links to carry one-bit control signals, or

adding reduction nodes to the DFG, would increase mapping

time and consume valuable links and PEs.

4.7 Reducing Pipeline Stalls
Pipeline stalls across thread operations are a major performance

consideration in Pipestitch. To maximize throughput, Pipestitch

must keep threads running smoothly through the pipeline with
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a minimum of stalls. Because Pipestitch does not re-order tokens

across threads, a stall in any thread will delay all threads. Sources of

stalls include transient effects, such as memory-bank conflicts, and

throughput mismatches due to split-join subgraphs and carried-

dependence chains of different lengths in the DFG.

To minimize the impact of stalls, Pipestitch buffers tokens at

the input of PEs (destination buffering). While buffering tokens at

the output (source buffering) requires only a single copy of each

token, it leads to stalls if consumers do not fire at the same time or if

consumers do not have all input tokens available. This is especially

problematic for imbalanced split-joins. Fig. 12 (a) shows that source

buffering on an imbalanced split-join results in unavoidable stalls,

reducing throughput. Fig. 12 (b) shows that destination buffering

eliminates stalls and achieves full throughput, at the cost of some

additional buffering for high fan-in operations.

There are two exceptions. First, memory PEs initiate loads and

then must wait some cycles before data is returned. If a downstream

operator exerts backpressure after the load initiates, the PE must

have somewhere to put the data when it comes back from memory,

so memory PEs are provisioned output buffers. This extra sequen-

tial stage increases latency, so these output buffers are bypassed if

downstream is not exerting backpressure. Second, dispatch oper-

ators need to reason about the state of their output buffer as part

of their ordering-preservation logic. As an implementation detail,

reasoning about the state of another PE’s input buffer would be

infeasible in our current microarchitecture, so we provision each

CF PE with an output buffer. We also observe that provisioning

this extra buffering helps performance, as CF PEs are particularly

sensitive to stalls.

4.8 Compiling for Pipestitch
Pipestitch compiles applications written in C to a DFG by extending

RipTide’s compiler to support foreach and dispatch. To parallelize
foreach loops, Pipestitch adds a compiler pass that recognizes the

foreach loop nest and inserts dispatch operators in the DFG.

Inserting dispatch. dispatch operators are added for all

thread tokens generated in the outer loop that are live in a dataflow
through the inner loop, where there is potential for ordering

violations when decoupling and pipelining outer-loop iterations

(and their inner-loop instances). These values come in the form of

loop-carried dependences and loop invariants of the inner loop,

which we define as the thread’s input set.

The compiler first inserts dispatch operators into the DFG for

loop-carried dependences of the inner loop. The initial value of a car-

ried dependence is set to the spawn input of the dispatch operator
in the DFG. The continue input is set to the backedge in the DFG

that produces the carried value in the inner loop. Fig. 7 shows this in

practice; dispatches pd and cd are inserted for carried dependences
p and c. pd has its spawn input set to map[i] and its continue input
to the backedge arriving from Tp. cd is configured identically.

The compiler handles loop invariants similarly, inserting an addi-

tional dispatch and steer to reproduce the token for the lifetime

of the thread. The invariant token and the loop exit condition serve

as inputs to this steer, which then feeds the continue input of

the dispatch in the DFG. Fig. 7 demonstrates this transformation;
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Figure 12: Source buffering limits throughput in imbalanced split
joins. (a) With source buffering, an operator that does not have all
of its input tokens available must stall upstream to keep the token
from being dropped. This leads tomandatory stalls in an imbalanced
split join. (b) With destination buffering, the operator can stash the
inputs that are ready, freeing upstream to continue execution, and
achieving full throughput.

dispatch id is inserted for the loop invariant i. In this example, i
simply passes in a dataflow through the inner loop so the thread

can use it to execute Z[i] = c afterwards. id’s spawn input is set
to i and its continue input is set to the backedge arriving from Ti,
inserted specifically for id.

Increasing token storage. To provide enough storage for live

values, Pipestitch maps all control-flow operators to PEs, rather

than routers, so that each operator is allocated token storage.

Selectively enabling dispatch. Loops with initiation interval

(II) of 1 perform perfectly, eliminating any potential benefit from

threading. Invoking threading in this case will force control flow to

map to PEs, reducing array efficiency with no performance gain.

We adopt a heuristic of only invoking dispatch pipelining if inner-
loop II > 1. Control-flow executing combinationally in routers does

not increase II, so II is the number of non-control-flow operators in

the longest cycle of the inner loop.

This heuristic is effective, but it is not perfect: a program with

an inner-loop II of 1 but a poorly-balanced outer loop could also

benefit from threading. Threading forces control flow to PEs, which

actually benefits this scenario; it decouples unbalanced paths in

the outer loop and increases inner-loop II. Threads would be the

better option to gain performance now that the inner-loop II > 1.

We do not consider this observation for our heuristic and leave this

optimization for future work.

Mapping. CGRA mapping is a hard problem [13, 14, 28, 64], but

RipTide finds a SAT-based solution fast while producing sufficient

mapping quality. We adopt RipTide’s solution and extend it with

an override to keep CF on PEs. Additionally, we add rules to keep

CF operators on PEs if they follow bypassing memory operators,

even if CF in NoC is requested. Doing so avoids a combinational

loop between bypass and CF in NoC.

5 EVALUATION
We evaluate a full implementation of Pipestitch with a compiler

and RTL hardware description. We find that Pipestitch substantially

improves performance with small energy overhead.
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5.1 Methodology
Pipestitch is implemented entirely in RTL, building on RipTide [14]

for convenience and to allow fair comparison of energy overhead.

Pipestitch adds the dispatch operator, SyncPlane, destination

buffering, and bypass for memory units. Pipestitch’s compiler

adds analysis of loop nests and dispatch insertion to RipTide’s

compiler in LLVM 12.0.0. Pipestitch’s mapper adds the option

to map all control flow on PEs to RipTide’s SAT mapper. We

heuristically compile programs with threads if II>1, and without

threads otherwise.

We compare Pipestitch to running on the small RISC-V control

core, and to running on RipTide. Both RipTide and Pipestitch use

an 8 × 8 fabric with identical PE mix: 16 arithmetic, 2 multiply, 28

control flow, 14memory, and 4 stream PEs (see [14]). Both Pipestitch

and RipTide are configured with a buffer depth of 4, and all designs

have a 256kBmemory and a 50MHz clock. We synthesize all designs

in a commercial, sub-28nm process using Genus 20.11. We simulate

full applications on the synthesized design using Xcelium 22.03 to

obtain toggle counts and use those counts to annotate the design

in Joules 20.11 and obtain energy estimates. This methodology

provides reasonably accurate estimates of energy and power, but it

does have limitations in modeling wiring, clock distribution, and

glitching. While these limitations affect absolute measurements,

they should not significantly affect trends between the designs.

5.2 Applications
We evaluate six kernels from image processing and linear algebra,

and a 4-layer sparse DNN with a 235 kB memory footprint as a full

application. Our benchmark kernels are dense matrix multiplication

(DMM), sparsematrix dense vectormultiplication (SpMV), dithering

(Dither), sparse matrix slicing (SpSlice), sparse matrix sparse vector

multiplication with dense output (SpMSpVd), and sparse matrix

sparse matrix multiplication with dense output (SpMSpMd). The

4-layer DNN is designed to classify MNIST, and is composed of

SpMSpVd and fused sparsify/ReLU. Layer sparsities range from 97%

to 75%. We evaluate each benchmark on random inputs; further

details are in Table 1.

These applications showcase Pipestitch’s advantages over

RipTide for irregular applications, while also demonstrating

Pipestitch’s ability to run regular applications at the same or better

performance. DMM and SpMV are regular, with affine loop nests

and II=1; we execute both without threads, running similarly to

RipTide. These applications are well-supported by RipTide; they

show that Pipestitch retains the efficiency of RipTide in its best

domain. Dither has an affine innermost loop, but the body of the

loop contains irregular control-flow which prevents inner-loop

pipelineing. SpSlice, SpMSpVd, and SpMSpMd operate on sparse

inputs and all have irregular control-flow with long dependence

cycles and non-affine loop nests. RipTide struggles to extract high

performance from these irregular applications, and they show the

diversity of applications for which Pipestitch is beneficial.

5.3 Pipestitch is Fast
Pipestitch achieves a geomean speedup of 2.55× across all applica-

tions, and a geomean speedup of 3.49× across the five workloads

Table 1: Benchmark parameters

Benchmark Input size Sparsity Threaded?

DMM 64 × 64 — ✗

SpMV 64 × 64 0.90 ✗

Dither 128 × 128 — ✓

SpSlice 64 × 64 0.89 ✓

SpMSpVd 128 × 128 0.90 (matrix & vector) ✓

SpMSpMd 64 × 64 0.89 (both matrices) ✓

DNN 28 × 28 0.75 - 0.97 ✓
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Figure 13: Speedup compared to scalar for RipTide and Pipestitch. Per
our II heuristic, we run DMM and SpMV as unthreaded applications
on both RipTide and Pipestitch. Pipestitch maintains performance
on DMM, and improves performance on SpMV with destination
buffering reducing stalls on an imbalanced split-join. The remaining
four kernels have irregular control, and threaded configurations are
selected for Pipestitch, which achieves significant speedup. DNN on
Pipestitch uses threaded SpMSpVd, and unthreaded sparsify/ReLU.

that benefit from threading. Fig. 13 shows speedup for Pipestitch

and RipTide over the scalar baseline. Pipestitch enjoys high perfor-

mance in the five sparse applications with irregular control and long

inner-loop II. In comparison, RipTide’s carry operations block loop

pipelining on these long paths, limiting performance and leaving

resources under-utilized.

5.4 Pipestitch has Low Energy Overhead
Pipestitch improves performance with a small energy overhead: a

geomean increase of 1.11× across all apps, and 1.05× for threaded

apps. Fig. 14 shows energy for Pipestitch and RipTide compared

to the scalar baseline. Pipestitch incurs overhead with destination

buffering and mapping CF onto PEs in threaded applications, but

this cost is low for the performance gains achieved. Pipestitch has

higher average power consumption than RipTide, with a geomean

power increase of 3.66× across the five threaded applications, but

energy is the key metric for the extreme edge.

5.5 Pipestitch Improves EDP
Pipestitch has a lower EDP for threaded applications, with a ge-

omean reduction of 2.29× across applications. Fig. 15 shows EDP

for Pipestitch and RipTide, normalized to RipTide. Pipestitch’s large

speedup and small energy cost allows it to reduce EDP for all

threaded benchmarks. Because DMM already runs well on RipTide,
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Figure 14: Normalized energy for Pipestitch and RipTide compared
to the scalar baseline. Pipestitch incurs a cost with its destination
buffering and CF on PEs, but this cost is low for the performance
gains achieved. DMM sees the greatest increase in energy because
RipTide already runs this application with good performance.
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Figure 15: Normalized EDP for Pipestitch compared to RipTide.
Pipestitch improves EDP for all threaded apps due to its large
speedup and small energy cost. For DMM, Pipestitch maintains the
performance of RipTide while incurring an energy cost with desti-
nation buffering.

Pipestitch is only able to match performance, and the energy cost

of destination buffering leads to an increase in EDP.

5.6 Pipestitch has Low Area Overhead
Pipestitch’s implementation is small, with a reasonably small total

area of approximately 1.0mm
2
. Fig. 16 shows an area breakdown

for Pipestitch, showing that Pipestitch’s area is primarily dedicated

to its compute fabric (65.2%), with its 256kB memories making up

33.2% of the total design. Pipestitch’s fabric is 1.10× larger than

RipTide’s, due to the additional buffering and SyncPlane.

5.7 Pipestitch Increases IPC
By aggressively pipelining operations from different threads,

Pipestitch increases the number of executed instructions per

cycle (IPC), with a geomean IPC increase of 2.80×. We measure

IPC as the total number of times all PEs fired during execution

divided by the total number of cycles executed. Fig. 17 shows IPC

for Pipestitch and RipTide across kernels. Pipestitch achieves a

significant improvement in IPC on threaded benchmarks, with a

geomean IPC improvement of 4.30×. DMM and SpMV do not use

Figure 16: Area breakdown
of Pipestitch. Total area
is approximately 1.0mm2

and is mostly spent on the
CGRA fabric in the NoC.
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Figure 17: IPC across kernels for RipTide and Pipestitch. IPC is
defined as the total number of times all PEs fire divided by the total
number of cycles. Pipestitch achieves a significant improvement in
IPC on the four threaded kernels.

threads, executing their affine, streamed loops with a full pipeline.

The data show that for stream-friendly applications that do not use

threads, Pipestitch’s IPC meets RipTide’s.

For threaded applications, Pipestitch substantially improves

inner-loop IPC. Fig. 18 shows per-unit IPC for Pipestitch and

RipTide, which is IPC normalized by the number of PEs required

to execute. The figure breaks per-unit IPC between inner and

outer loops. For a loop (inner or outer), its per-unit IPC is the total

number of instruction firings by PEs mapped to that loop divided

by the total number of cycles (i.e., loop IPC) normalized by the

number of PEs that execute that loop. Per-unit IPC captures the

underutilization of infrequently firing PEs. Outer-loop PEs that

fire once per inner-loop execution have low IPC, underutilizing

the PE. Inner-loop PEs that fire every cycle have high IPC, fully

utilizing the PEs. Pipestitch’s main improvement is to enable

multiple threads’ inner-loop work to execute in parallel, with more

inner-loop PEs executing their operation on each cycle. On the

threaded benchmarks, Pipestitch achieves a 3.62× improvment in

inner-loop IPC. Pipestitch also improves outer-loop IPC, but by

less than inner-loop IPC. On the threaded benchmarks, Pipestitch

achieves a 3.51× improvement in outer-loop IPC. Outer-loop IPC

improvement is limited by the outer loop’s ability to spawn new

threads. Long-running inner-loop threads may preclude future

thread spawns, limiting outer-loop IPC at a cost in utilization, but

not in performance.
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Figure 18: IPC per PE for inner and outer loops. IPC per PE is the
number of times all PEs mapped to the loop fire, divided by the total
number of cycles and the number of PEs mapped to the loop.

5.8 Pipestitch Balances Speed and Overhead
Pipestitch departs fromRipTide’s energy-focusedmicroarchitecture,

enabling peformance with a small or negligible energy overhead.

Two major differences between Pipestitch and RipTide are that

Pipestitch uses input buffers, while RipTide uses output buffers, and

Pipestitch maps control-flow operations onto PEs, while RipTide

maps them into its NoC. Fig. 19 characterizes these differences

and their performance, showing that Pipestitch’s design choices

prioritize performance without introducing a high energy overhead.

The data characterize the cost of source vs. destination buffering,

using normalized performance for RipTide, Pipestitch, and PipeSB,

a Pipestitch variant that uses source buffers (like RipTide). PipeSB

incurs a geomean slowdown of 1.13× compared to RipTide. The

problem is backpressure on multicast outputs; any imbalance in

paths will result in backpressure, and the token must be held in the

source buffer until backpressure clears, thus stalling all paths, not

just the slow path.
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Figure 19: Normalized time across kernels with RipTide, Pipestitch,
and PipeSB, a source-buffered fabric with dispatch and the Sync-
Plane. For Pipestitch, we further divide results into PipeCFiN, where
control-flow operations aremapped into the NoCwhen possible, and
PipeCFoP, where all control-flow operations are mapped onto PEs
(i.e., using the same hardware, but different mappings). PipeCFiN
and PipeCFoP follow the II heuristic, so DMM and SpMV are un-
threaded kernels for both.

The plot also shows the effect of Pipestitch’s choice to put

threaded applications’ control-flow operations on PEs (PipeCFoP),

instead of using RipTide’s control-flow-in-NoC mechanism

(PipeCFiN). PipeCFoP and PipeCFiN use the same hardware, but

different compilations. DMM and SpMV are run unthreaded for

both. The data show that one of PipeCFiN or PipeCFoP is always

fastest: PipeCFiN on non-threaded applications, as CFiN maintains

low inner-loop II, and PipeCFoP for threaded applications, as CFoP

provides buffering to support deep pipelines. Recall that Pipestitch

reasons heuristically about whether to thread an application,

and an application with II=1 (e.g., DMM and SpMV) compiles

control-flow operations into the NoC and does not use threads.

5.9 Pipestitch can Exploit More Buffering
To maximize throughput, Pipestitch needs enough buffering to

hide imbalanced split-join and carried-dependence-chain lengths.

Fig. 20 shows speedup as buffer depth is increased beyond 4, as

used elsewhere. Performance improves as imbalances are resolved,

at which point additional buffering ceases to help. Increasing buffer

depth will come at a cost in area and energy, providing a tradeoff

between performance and energy that can be made at design time.
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Figure 20: Speedupwith increasing buffer depth for threaded kernels.
Increasing buffer depth improves performance, but comes with a
cost in area and energy. All other experiments use a depth of 4 to
provide fair comparison with RipTide.

As an alternative to increasing hardware buffer size, the

compiler could attempt to mitigate imbalance in the DFG. Long

paths are often fundamentally long, giving the compiler little

option for rearranging the graph to avoid imbalance, but the

compiler could pad short paths with no-op nodes which provide

buffering, at the cost of a larger graph that makes mapping more

difficult and requires more PEs.

5.10 Pipestitch’s Compiler Quickly Produces
High-Quality Mappings

Pipestitch compiles and maps threaded programs in a reasonable

amount of time, with a cost in more PEs consumed, but a benefit

in performance due to better pipelining. Fig. 21 shows the number

of PEs generated by the compiler for each of our workloads across

three configurations: RipTide, Pipestitch with control flow in the

NoC (PipeCFiN), and Pipestitch with control flow on PEs (PipeC-

FoP). By default, RipTide maps control-flow operations to the NoC.

PipeCFiN has only a modest increase in PE count, but has poor

performance for threaded kernels because it lacks in-PE buffering
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Figure 21: Operator counts across all benchmark kernels for Rip-
Tide and Pipestitch. For Pipestitch, results are split into PipeCFiN,
(control flow mapped to the NoC when possible), and PipeCFoP
(all control flow mapped to PEs). To achieve better performance,
Pipestitch consumes more PEs, especially for control flow.

to support deep pipelines. For the four threaded benchmark ker-

nels (Dither, SpSlice, SpMSpVd, SpMSpMd), PipeCFiN increases PE

count 28% on average over RipTide. Operator counts for DNN (not

shown in Fig. 21) are identical to SpMSpVd, which is the largest

kernel used in DNN. The 28% increase is due to the addition of

dispatch operators, each of which maps to a PE. Compounding

the cost, a dispatch gate prevents instruction fusion optimizations,

such as affine stream generator insertion, leaving unfused instruc-

tions on their own PEs. PipeCFiN also restricts which control-flow

operations map to the NoC to avoid combinational loops. Due to

microarchitecural details, a combinational loop can be activated if

a downstream control-flow operation takes an input from an up-

stream memory unit that performs a bypass. Pipestitch disables the

combinational loop, requiring the involved operation to map to a PE.

PipeCFoP has a steeper cost in PE count, but the ample buffer-

ing in these PEs supports deep pipelines and high performance

for threaded workloads. PipeCFoP requires 33% more PEs over

PipeCFiN and 70% more PEs over RipTide on average, which is due

to mapping all control flow onto PEs. While PipeCFoP consumes

more PEs for operations, this tradeoff is a win for performance when
threading, especially for irregular applications with imbalanced

dependence paths — as demonstrated in Sec. 5.8 and Fig. 19.

For non-threaded benchmarks (DMM and SpMV), dispatch op-

erators are not inserted and Pipestitch’s restrictions for in-NoC

control flow do not force any control-flow operations onto PEs. Con-

sequently, PipeCFiN consumes the same number of PEs as RipTide.

Sec. 5.8 and Fig. 19 show that Pipestitch with control flow in-NoC is

best for non-threaded kernels, so there is no tradeoff in the number

of generated PEs to achieve performance in this configuration.

6 CONCLUSION
We have presented Pipestitch, an energy-minimal dataflow architec-

ture with support for lightweight threads to improve performance

without sacrificing energy efficiency. Pipestitch exploits foreach

parallelism to scale performance on sparse computations, fully ex-

ploiting all available energy in extreme-edge deployments to max-

imize application value. Pipestitch explores the tradeoff between

performance and efficiency, and provides a new point on the Pareto

frontier. Pipestitch improves performance by 3.49× over the state-of-

the-art while increasing area by just 1.10× and energy by just 1.11×.
Pipestitch opensmultiple directions for futurework to further im-

prove performance and ease compilation. For small kernels, future

designs could “unroll” multiple copies of the inner-loop and distrib-

ute outer loop iterations spatially in addition to temporal pipelining.

This would require dispatch gates to synchronize across multiple

instances of the same DFG. Future designs could also selectively

time-multiplex low-utilization operations on PEs, freeing PEs for

other work. Time-multiplexing trades performance for energy by

increasing switching activity; choosing when and what to time-

multiplex is an unexplored dimension of this tradeoff.

Another challenge for CGRA architectures is the feasibility and

latency of compilation. CGRA compilation is challenging partly

because it requires whole-program optimization to place-and-route

the program. Pipestitch takes an initial step towards modularizing

compilation by compiling the inner-loop nest once and sharing it

among multiple “calling” threads (i.e., outer-loop iterations). Future

work could develop this into a full spatial ABI for sharing modular

code blocks on a dataflow fabric.
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